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ABSTRACT 

An image coding scheme combining subband coding and the established energy 

compaction technique of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) with trellis coded quan

tization (TCQ) is introduced. Image spectrums are split into 16 subband images using 

a quadrature mirror filter bank, and the DCT is performed on the lowest subband. 

The data is quantized using TCQ, transmitted and recombined at the receiver. It 

is shown that quantizing the subband data with TCQ decreases the mean-squared 

error (MSE) incurred in the quantization step, versus that of a Lloyd-Max scalar 

quantizer. The performance of the system at an average bit rate of 0.5 bits/pixel 

is subjectively poor; many false contours are visible and the images have a "blurry" 

look. The system produces good subjective performance at a bit rate of 1 bit/pixel 

with almost no visible false contours and a much sharper look. At 1.5 and 2 bits/pixel 

the performance of the system is excellent with no visible false contours and no blur-

riness. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Practical limitations on digital information transmission and storage necessitate 

the need for data compression. The field of image coding deals with efficient ways 

to represent digital image data for storage and transmission. It is a highly active 

research area that has been going on for more than 40 years. For the past 15 years the 

field has been dominated by transform coding and differential pulse code modulation 

(DPCM). Recently a system called subband image coding was introduced and has 

since become a subject of vast research efforts. 

The goal of image coding is to reduce the amount of pictorial data that needs 

to be transmitted or stored, while incurring only a negligible loss in image quality. 

Sophisticated coding algorithms are being developed because of the need for low bit 

rates in applications such as digital telephone lines and facsimile devices. Proposed 

algorithms can be evaluated through comparisons of image quality, implementability, 

complexity and error sensitivity. This thesis introduces an image coding scheme 

that combines subband coding and the discrete cosine transform with trellis coded 

quantization. 
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Subband coding aims at dividing an image into uncorrected parts and eflfcoding 

each part with its own optimized encoder. Transform coding can be shown to be a 

special case of subband coding where the filters are the same length as the decimation 

ratio. Instead of using image space block transforms, subband coding uses filter banks 

to divide the image spectrum, thus eliminating block artifacts. 

Subband coding of speech was introduced by Crochiere et. al. [1] in 1976. In 1985 

Woods and O'Neil [2] extended the 1-D subband speech coding to a 2-D subband 

image coder, and ever since subband coding of images has enjoyed active research 

as an efficient method of image data compression. Woods and O'Neil used a 2-D 

separable quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank to bandpass filter the image spectrum 

into its component subbands. They then allocated bits, based on the variances of the 

subbands, in order to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) in the reconstructed 

image. They then encoded the subband data using DPCM and PCM. 

Recent research in subband coding of images has focused on developing new tech

niques for the filtering (analysis/synthesis) part of the system and/or trying to im

prove the encoder performance. The design of better filter banks is examined in [3], 

[4] and [5]. Techniques for improving the encoder can be found in [6], [7] and [8]. 

Quantization is required over a digital network because only a finite number of 

signal amplitudes can be transmitted. In this paper, trellis coded quantization (TCQ) 

is used to quantize the subband image data. TCQ, introduced by Marcellin and 

Fischer [9], uses a finite state machine combined with Ungerboeck's [10] set partioning 
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and branch labeling to generate a trellis for quantizing a sequence of data. It was 

shown to be an efficient method of source coding for uniform, Gaussian and Laplacian 

data, providing significant gains over scalar quantization. Since then it has been 

shown to increase the performance of image coding schemes ([11], [12]). 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews subband image 

coding. Chapter 3 reviews scalar and trellis coded quantization. Chapter 4 gives 

details of the system used in this thesis, and provides results and performance eval

uation of the system. Chapter 5 gives a summary of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Subband Coding of Images 

The basic idea of subband image coding is that certain frequency ranges (bands) 

in an image contain more energy (and therefore should be allocated more bits when 

encoded) than other bands. Therefore the image is divided into its component sub-

bands (each subband being a bandpass filtered version of the original image) in an 

attempt to uncorrelate and compact the information in the image. The subbands 

should be uncorrelated in the sense of autocorrelation (within the frequency band) 

and cross correlation (between the frequency bands). Once split, each subband can 

be encoded separately depending on the information content of that band; the bands 

with higher variance receive more bits in the encoding process. The image can then 

be recombined in a similar manner. 

2.1 Two-Band Analysis/Synthesis System 

The simplest system for decomposition and recombination of a signal for subband 

coding is shown in Figure 2.1. The decomposition subsystem, labeled Analysis, splits 

the input signal spectrum in half using a lowpass and highpass filter, and subsamples 

by removing every other time domain sample. This filtering produces a two-band 
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MnjpS[2HI 

Analysis Synthesis 

Figure 2.1: Two-Band Analysis/Synthesis System. 

split (/, h).  The recombination subsystem, labeled Synthesis , recombines the two 

halves by upsampling, and suitable lowpass and highpass filtering. Upsampling is 

achieved by inserting a zero after every time sample. 

Referring to Figure 2.1, if X(z),Hi(z) and Xi(z) represent the z-transforms of 

x(n),hi(n) and a:i(n), respectively, then 

X^z) = H,(z)X(z).  (2.1) 

Also, the z-transform of the decimated signal yi(n) is given by 

Y1(z)  = ±{X1(z?) + X l(-z1*)},  

while the z-transform of the upsampled signal u\ (n) is given by 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

After the final filtering, the z-transform of u>i(n) is given by 

WMz) = G^U^z).  (2.4) 
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Combining equations (2.1)-(2.4) gives 

Wi(s) = \{H,(z)X(z) + H t(-z)X(-z)}Gi(z).  (2.5) 

Wz(z) can be found in a similar manner as 

W2{z) = l-{Hh{z)X{z) + Hh{-z)X(-z))Gh(z) .  (2.6) 

Finally the relationship between the z-transforms of the input and the output in 

Figure 2.1 can be expressed as [4] 

X(z) = ^X{z){Hi{z)Gi{z) + Hh{z)Gh{z)} 

+±X(-z){H,(-z)G,(z) + Hh(-z)Gh(z)}.  (2.7) 

The second term of this sum represents aliasing due to filtering and subsampling. If 

the analysis filters are chosen such that 

Hh{z) = 

and the synthesis filters such that 

Gi{z) = H,(z) 

Gh{z) = -H,(-z)  

then the aliased term in the recombined signal will be canceled. Furthermore, if 

ht(n) is symmetric and of even order (linear phase) and 

H?W + Hl(" + y) = 1> (2.8) 
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Figure 2.2: QMF Frequency Split (1-D Case). 

where is the sampling frequency, then the reconstruction is exact (except for a 

gain factor). Specifically, 

Filters that satisfy these conditions are called quadrature mirror filters (QMF). It 

can be shown that, in general, perfect QMF's do not exist. Fortunately however, 

extremely good approximations have been found [13]. 

Extension of QMF's from the 1-D speech coding case to the 2-D image filtering 

required for subband coding is provided by [2]. The result is that the 2-D QMF filter 

is separable into a cascade of 1-D QMF's (row then column). This leads to a fast 

and easy implementation of the splitting. 

A 2-D filtering is accomplished by first filtering and decimating (subsampling 2—>1) 

in the row direction, and then repeating the filtering and decimation in the column 

direction. These sets of QMF's (row, column) can be cascaded in a tree structure to 

produce a finer division of the image spectrum. A four-band split is achieved by the 

X{z) = \X{z).  
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above process, and a sixteen-band split is achieved by repeating the entire process 

once. This decomposition is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Each subband is truncated by an (— x %) window before encoding. If the original 

image size is (N x TV), then this filtering process produces sixteen x subband 

images. Since (N x N) = 16(^ x ^), the amount of data that needs to be transmitted 

remains constant. An example of the subbands for the image of Lenna is shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

Each QMF pair (hi(n), hh(n)) splits the input image spectrum in half (as in Figure 

2.1), resulting in a high (h) and low (/) frequency component. Therefore each band is 

denoted by the particular filters it derives from. For example, in Figure 2.3 the band 

denoted Ih — hh is the band obtained by first filtering the image with the lowpass 

QMF filter (rows) then filtering it with the highpass filter three times (columns-rows-

columns). In Figure 2.3, each filter box denoted hi(n) is a lowpass filter followed by 

decimation in the corresponding direction. Each box denoted with hh{n) is a highpass 

filter followed by decimation in the corresponding direction. The relationship between 

the two filters is hh(n) = (—1 )nhi(n). Here hi(n) represents the lowpass QMF filter 

specified as 32D in [13], hh{n) is its corresponding highpass filter. Also in the figure, 

SE represents the symmetric extension of the image before filtering. Symmetric 

extension is discussed below. 



Wl 
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Figure 2.4: Subbands of Image Lenna. 
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2.2 Symmetric Extension and Reconstruction of the Image 

An extension technique is used before the subband splitting to reduce the bound

ary effects caused by truncating the data after filtering. Poor reconstruction of the 

image boundaries will degrade the image quality. The idea is that instead of treating 

points outside the range of the data as zero, the data is extended symmetrically to 

reduce the sharp boundary effects.  In the 1-D case,  given a  sequence of data x(n) 

the data is extended as 

z,e(n) = 

®( 2^ —  n)» 0 < n < y 

x ( n - f ) ,  f < n < f  

^-<n<2N 

0, otherwise.  

Here x s e(n) is the symmetrically extended version of x(n).  For the 2-D case the data 

is extended in both directions in the same way as in the 1-D case. A good paper that 

analyses symmetric extension in more detail is [4]. 

After symmetric extension and splitting of the image into subbands, the data 

is encoded, transmitted, decoded and recombined at the receiver. To recombine 

the component subbands into the original image, the filtering process is carried out 

in reverse (as in Figure 2.5. All bands are symmetrically extended, interpolated 

(upsampled 1—»2) by inserting a zero after every sample, and filtered in both the row 

and column direction twice to recombine the sixteen component subbands into one 
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(a reconstruction of the fullband image). At the last stage, the output is truncated 

to (N X N) to extract the reconstructed (synthesized) image. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Quantization 

3.1 Scalar Quantization 

A scalar quantizer is a zero-memory quantization scheme in which points in an 

input data sequence are mapped to points in a predetermined codebook (set of al

lowable output points). A scalar quantizer system is shown in Figure 3.1. Here x is 

an input data sample and x is its quantized output. The system has a sequence of 

continuous amplitude samples as its input and produces a sequence of discrete ampli

tude samples as its output. This quantizer of Figure 3.1 is called a uniform quantizer 

because the distance between consecutive codewords (points in the codebook) is the 

same. 

The set of points {7^1,7^2,..., 75-s} are the reconstruction values which constitute 

the codebook. Individual reconstruction values are called codewords. Codewords 

should be chosen so as to minimize an error criterion in the quantized output. The 

points {2>i, X>2)..., XV} are the decision thresholds. The scalar quantizer works such 

that if an input sample is between Z?„_i and T>n it is mapped to Ttn. For example, if 

a sample is between X>3 and V4 it is mapped to H4. This process is repeated for every 
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Figure 3.1: Scalar Quantizer. 

input sample to create the quantized output sequence. The MSE between input and 

output can then be computed as 

M S E = ^ E ( z ( 0 - W ,  M  
JV 1=1 

where N is the length of the data sequence. 

A Lloyd-Max quantizer [14] is a nonuniform PDF-optimized quantizer (PDF is an 

acronym for the probability density function of the input data). This means that 

Lloyd-Max codebooks produce the minimum mean-squared error (mmse) between 

the input and output for any scalar quantizer. The codebooks are derived from the 

statistics of the data. The decision and reconstruction values are expressed as [14] 

T^k.opt = 2 ffils,apt + Hk+l.opt)', k = 1,2, — 1 (3.2) 
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^0 ,opt — OOj ®L,opt — OO (3.3) 

k = 1,2,... ,L (3.4) 

where 2?t)0pt are the decision values, Hh,opt are the reconstruction values, px{x) is the 

PDF of x and L is the number of points in the codebook. Lloyd-Max quantization 

is often used for its broad applicability and easy implementation. 

3.2 Trellis Coded Quantization 

As discussed in Chapter 1, TCQ has been shown to be an efficient method of 

source coding for uniform, Gaussian and Laplacian data. TCQ is used in Chapter 

4 to encode the subband image data in the hopes of lowering the inherent error 

introduced by quantization, and improving (over scalar quantizers) the subjective 

and objective quality of the decoded image at low bit rates. 

The basis of TCQ is using a finite state machine (Figure 3.2), whose operation 

can be represented by the state transition diagram of Figure 3.3, to generate a trellis 

for quantizing the data. In Figure 3.2, to and ti are binary storage elements whose 

values can be 0 or 1, and the concatenation of the two, tito, is considered the state 

of the machine. In this case there are four states (00, 01, 10, 11). 

The binary output is taken as SjSo with the four possible values (00, 01, 10, 11), 

which will later be used in a trellis to label the appropriate subset of a partioned 

codebook. The binary input is r, and the sigma represents a modulo-2 adder. Given 

any initial state and an input, the finite state machine generates an output, SiS0, 
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Figure 3.2: 4-State Machine 

Figure 3.3: State Transition Diagram. 

and advances to the next state. This operation is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In this 

diagram the four circles represent the four possible states (tit0), and the labels are 

the input which caused the transition and the associated output for that transition 

(labeled as input/output). 

If we expand the state transition diagram in time, we get a trellis structure as 

in Figure 3.4. Here the labels are the same as in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the 

nodes represent the states and the branches of the trellis represent the possible tran

sitions between states. When we encode a sequence of data points using TCQ at 

R bits/sample, we start by partioning a scalar codebook containing 2fi+1 codewords 

into four subsets each containing 2R_1 codewords, as shown in Figure 3.5b for R=2. 

The outputs of the finite state machine (00, 01, 10, 11) are put into correspondence 
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1/01 

Figure 3.4: Trellis Generated by Finite State Machine. 

with these subsets (00 —• £>O)01 —* D\, 10 —» £>2,11 —• D$) yielding the subset la

beled trellis of Figure 3.5a. In reference to Figure 3.5, siso can be thought of as 

the subset choice, t\t0 is the trellis state, and r specifies the path chosen to advance 

to the next state, moving left to right (in time) through the trellis. 

Choosing a path through the trellis is equivalent to specifying a series of subsets 

from which to choose each quantized point from. Since each node in the trellis has 

two paths, one bit is used to encode the path through the trellis at each step. This 

leaves R — 1 bits to encode the appropriate codeword from each subset. For example 

when R=3, we have 2fi+1 = 16 codewords divided into four subsets each containing 

2n_1 = 4 codewords. Therefore we use one bit to encode the path through the trellis 

and R — 1 = 2 bits to encode the codeword choice in the given subset. The idea is to 

choose the sequence of codewords (subject to the trellis structure) that minimizes the 

MSE between the data points and the chosen codewords (quantized output points). 

An exhaustive search of all paths would be unreasonable given a long sequence of 

data because the search time increases exponentially with an increase in R (bit rate) 
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Di 
Figure 3.5: a) 4-State Trellis with Subset Labeling and b) Set Partioning for R=2 
bits/sample. 

and/or N (length of data). Fortunately the Viterbi algorithm [15] can be used to find 

the minimum cost path in an efficient way. With the Viterbi algorithm, the time to 

find the output sequence increases only linearly with an increase in N. The steps 

for implementing this algorithm for TCQ axe: 

1. For the ith element of data sequence, choose the closest codeword in each subset. 

2. Compute the cost (squared error) between the ith data value and the codeword 

chosen for it in each subset, then add each cost to the running cost for that 

path. 

3. For each node keep only the lowest cost path to the (i + l)t/l node in the trellis 

path (this is where the one bit is used to encode the path). 

4. At the end of the trellis, choose the node with the lowest running cost. 

5. Starting with that node, trace the encoded path back through the trellis, re

trieving a quantized sample at each step. 
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Figure 3.6: nth Order Finite State Machine. 

We can increase the trellis size by using a higher order finite state machine. Figure 

3.6 shows the general structure of an arbitrarily long finite state machine. Here the 

number of states (trellis size) is 2". Chapter 4 uses 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 state 

trellis sizes. In most cases there is an improvement in quantization with an increase 

in trellis size. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Subband Coding of Images Using Trellis Coded 

Quantization 

Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of the overall subband coding system config

uration. A noiseless transmission channel is assumed for this work. The original 

image is symmetrically extended then split into sixteen subbands (as discussed in 

Chapter 2) using spatial convolution. Since the lowest subband (denoted as ll — ll in 

Figure 2.3) is still highly correlated (it is just a lowpass filtered version of the origi

nal image), standard image compression techniques can be applied. A 4x4 discrete 

cosine transform (discussed in the next section) is used. This yields sixteen DCT 

coefficients to encode along with the fifteen other bands. Variances are calculated on 

the DCT coefficients and the other bands. Also the mean of the first DCT coefficient 

(DC term) is computed. All other DCT sequences and bands have effectively zero 

mean. Based on the variances, bits are allocated to the sequences and bands. The 

data is normalized (by subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation) 

within its own sequence or band, quantized using TCQ, transmitted (the statistics 
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Figure 4.1: Subband Coding System Using TCQ. 

are also transmitted as side information) and denormalized at the receiver. The sig

nal is decoded, with the inverse DCT being performed on the lowest subband. The 

component subbands are then symmetrically extended and recombined. 

4.1 Discrete Cosine Transform 

The DCT is a unitary transform that does not introduce any error into the data, 

w h i l e  a t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e  p e r f o r m i n g  e n e r g y  c o m p a c t i o n .  T h e  D C T  t a k e s  a n  N x N  

image and breaks it down into MxM sub-blocks. It then transforms each sub-block 

by [14] 

2 . . irk(2m +1) wl(2n +1) 
I) = —a(k)a(l) £ £ ar(m, n) cos — cos — (4.1) 

771=0 71=0 

where x(m, n) is the image subblock to be transformed, 0(1, k) is the DCT coefficient 

matrix, a(0) = l/\/2 and a(j) — 1; j ^ 0. This transform yields M2 coefficients for 

each sub-block. The original amount of data remains the same, but the transform 

tends to compact a lot of the energy into a few of the coefficients, thus allowing the 

opportunity for coding gain. The original data can be retrieved by simply inverse 



transforming the sub-blocks (IDCT) by 

x(m,n) = -zjYjYj c*(k)a(l)0(k,l) cos 
L—n l—n 

2 N-1N-1 

k=0 1=0 

The 2-D DCT can be implemented as two 1-D transforms (row, column) because the 

kernels are separable. 

A 4x4 pixel discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used in this work. The sixteen DCT 

coefficients of each sub-block are grouped into sixteen sequences of like coefficients. 

There are two reasons for using a 4x4 transform instead of a higher order transform: 

1) A 4x4 pixel transform yields more training data per sequence, which should in 

turn yield more nearly optimal codebooks (and therefore reduce the MSE incurred 

in the quantization step), and 2) A recent paper on subband coding [6], found that 

using higher order transforms yielded no improvement and in some cases lead to a 

worse performance. 

4.2 Quantizer Design 

For this work three quantizers were designed: one for the DC coefficient, one for 

the other fifteen DCT coefficients, and one for the other fifteen bands. Each quan

tizer has a different codebook for each bit rate. To generate these codebooks, ten 

images (not including Lenna, Girl and Tree) were subband decomposed (symmetric 

extension—»split image into bands—*DCT on first band) and the data was used to 
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design each quantizer. The quantizers were trained using the generalized Lloyd algo

rithm [16]. This is an iterative method of finding locally optimum codebooks. The 

steps for implementation are: 

1. Choose an initial codebook. 

2. Run data through the quantizer and compute the MSE. 

3. If 

MSEqld ~ MSENEW 
< Threshold 

MSEold 

then stop and save current codebook. 

Else 

replace old codewords with the centroid of all data points mapped to 

each of the old codewords. Goto step 2. 

In choosing an initial codebook it is well known, ([2],[6]), that the DC coefficient 

sequence can be modeled as Gaussian data while the other coefficients and other 

bands can be modeled as Laplacian data. Hence, we used rate-(R+l) Lloyd-Max 

codebooks for these sources as the initial codebooks. 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show MSE vs. encoding rate for the final codebooks that 

the generalized Lloyd algorithm generated for the three trellis coded quantizers. The 

Lloyd-Max quantizer MSE is also shown for comparison. The linear fit used to model 

the distortion (see Section 4.3) is also shown. It can be seen that TCQ performs 
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Figure 4.2: Quantization Performance of Training Data for DCT CoeflBcients of Low
est Subband (Top=D C Bottom=Others). 
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Figure 4.3: Quantization Performance of Training Data for all Other Bands, 

better than Lloyd-Max quantization for all cases. Therefore, we would expect that 

quantizing the subband data with TCQ will cause less distortion than quantizing 

with Lloyd-Max quantizers, and lead to higher objective image quality. 

4.3 Rate Allocation 

Bit rates for the different sequences are optimized using the Lagrange Multiplier 

method. The distortion performance of TCQ is modeled as 

where a and /3 are computed from a linear fit of the distortion graphs of Section 4.2. 

The bit rates are determined from the variances of the sequences and bands, and 

the distortion models. The goal in allocating bits to the sequences and bands is to 

D(R) « aa22~pR 
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minimize the overall quantizer distortion subject to a constraint on the average bit 

rate. This type of problem can be solved using Lagrange Multipliers. The average 

distortion (D) is given by 

L> L 

Y, ̂ i2 ^ °i 
.<=1 <=L'+1 

The rate constraint (R) is given by 

L+M L+K-l 

+ X) aiaj2-pRi + 53 (4.3) 
i=L+l i=L+M 

R = W 
' i L L+K-l 

t E ^ +  £  Ri 
«=1 »=£,+l 

(4.4) 

where 

K= Number of bands, 

L= Number of DCT coefficients, 

Ri— Vector of bit rates; the first L of them for the coefficient sequences and the last 

K — 1 of them for the bands, 

M= Number of bands (excluding the lowest frequency band) with non-zero bit rates, 

L'= Number of DCT coefficient sequences with non-zero bit rates, 

of = Variances of the data sequences and bands, 

a,= Constants used to model the distortion; one for each quantizer as shown in 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.2, 

/?= 1.75 is chosen as an average of the three quantizer /?'s. If we used different /3's, 

the optimization problem would not have a closed form solution. 

Using the Lagrange Multiplier method, we set 

V ( D  +  A R )  = 0. (4.5) 
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Expanding, we get 

i[a.-(r?(-/31n2)2-W] + ^ = 0 1 < i < L' 

and 

aiof(-p In 2)2~0Ri + £ = 0 L + l<i<L + M. 

For simplicity let c = (/?ln2). Simplifying yields 

l < i < L ' , L  +  l < i < L  +  M .  

Substituting eq. 4.8 into eq. 4.4 yields 

Solving for A we get 

A = (nfLi Karfc) r n^i Karfc 
20 RK 

L'+ML 

Substituting A into 4.8 and simplifying yields 

Ri = J loS2 
a.cr, •*ui 

L'+ML 
+ 

RI<L 

L' + ML' 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Hence, given the statistics of the subband images and a desired average bit rate, 

the formula optimally assigns bits to the sequences and bands in order to minimize 

the average distortion incurred in the quantization step. In computing the bit rates 

it is possible to come out with negative rates. When this happens we set the highest 

indexed negative bit rate (i?,) to zero. Then we set L' = V — 1, if the rate is a DCT 
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Figure 4.4: Example Statistics (Top) and Rate Allocation (Bottom). 

coefficient, or M = M — 1, if the rate is a band. We recompute the rates, except for 

those set to zero, which we skip. This is repeated until all rates are greater than or 

equal to zero. When the rates are all computed, they are rounded off to the nearest 

integer to be used as the actual bit rates in the quantization step. 

Figure 4.4 shows example statistics and rate allocations for the image of Lenna at 

an average bit rate of 1 bit/pixel. In this figure, the matrices on the left represent 

standard deviations and average bit rates for the 16 DCT coefficients from the lowest 

frequency band. The matrices on the right represent standard deviations and average 

bit rates for the other bands. Here the bands are labeled as in Figure 2.3. Of course, 

the lowest subband (11 — 11) is empty because it has been expanded into the DCT 

sequences on the left. It can be seen that the higher the standard deviation, the more 

bits are allocated to it, as is expected. 
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4.4 Side Information 

Once the bit rates have been computed, the data can be quantized, transmitted 

and recombined at the receiver. The side information that needs to be sent along 

with the data consists of the variances of all the sequences and bands, and the mean 

of the DC DCT coefficient. This gives us 32 real numbers to send. If we use 16-bit 

quantization (considered high) for these numbers, the increase to the average bit rate 

will be (for a 256x256 image): 

= 0.0078(bits/pixel). 

Even at the lowest bit rate examined in this work, (0.5 bits/pixel), this increase in 

average bit rate is an insignificant amount. Therefore we can assume that the side 

information is sent without having to adjust the average bit rate before individual 

rates are allocated. 

4.5 Simulations and Results 

Simulations of the subband-DCT-TCQ system were performed on 8-bit, 256x256, 

monochrome images of Lenna, Tree and Girl. Peak-signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) 

were computed as 

OEC2 
PSNR = 10 log10 , -mJSZ. (4-12) 

256? 2^1=0 

where X{j and are the pixel intensity values for the original and decoded images, 

respectively. Simulations were run at bit rates of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 bits/pixel, with 
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trellis sizes of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. The PSNR results are shown in Table 

4.1 in units of dB. 

The subjective image quality of all three images at 0.5 bits/pixel and 4 trellis states 

is poor because of noticeable false contours and a "blurry" look in the reconstructed 

image. If we increase the trellis size to 256 states we get a noticeable but slight 

improvement in quality. The images look a little less "blurry" but still look poor. At 

1 bit/pixel and 4 trellis states Lenna and Girl both look good with the "blurryness" 

being greatly reduced and almost no visible contours. An increase in trellis size to 256 

states leads to a noticeable improvement, especially around sharp edges. Tree still has 

a more "blurry" look and visible false contours at 1 bit/pixel. At 1.5 bits/pixel Lenna 

and Girl look very good, with little noticeable distortion. At 2 bits/pixel all three 

images are noticeably sharp with almost no visible distortion, and the overall image 

quality is excellent. Increasing the trellis size to 256 states at 1.5 and 2 bits/pixel 

did not noticeably increase the subjective image quality. Examples of the images of 

Lenna at various bit rates and trellis sizes can be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 where 

they are labeled as R=bit rate and TS=trellis size. 
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Image 
Trellis Size (States) 

Image 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 
Leena 
Tree 
Girl 

28.04 28.15 28.18 28.23 28.28 28.31 28.32 
24.97 25.01 25.01 25.07 25.21 25.18 25.19 
31.97 32.02 32.08 32.14 32.16 32.19 32.25 

Image 
Trellis Size (States) 

Image 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 
Leena 
Tree 
Girl 

30.40 30.57 30.61 30.66 30.71 30.75 30.78 
27.30 27.18 27.20 27.19 27.49 27.45 27.28 
34.63 34.78 34.87 34.91 34.94 34.98 35.02 

Image 
Trellis Size (States) 

Image 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 
Leena 
Tree 
Girl 

31.92 32.15 32.23 32.31 32.37 32.45 32.49 
28.38 28.15 28.19 28.18 28.47 28.45 28.24 
35.77 35.92 35.97 36.05 36.07 36.11 36.15 

Image 
Trellis Size (States) 

Image 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 
Leena 
Tree 
Girl 

34.61 34.88 34.95 35.02 35.10 35.18 35.23 
29.10 29.11 29.00 29.06 29.16 29.12 29.23 
37.31 37.41 37.48 37.55 37.60 37.63 37.67 

Table 4.1: PSNR Results for Subband-DCT-TCQ Coding System (rates from top 
to bottom are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 bits/pixel). 
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed Images of Lenna (clockwise from top left: original, R=0.5 
TS=4, R=0.5 TS=256, R=1.0 TS=4). 

Figure 4.6: Reconstructed Images of Lenna (clockwise from top left: R=1.0 TS=256 
R=1.5 TS=4, R=1.5 TS=256, R=2 TS=4). 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary 

An image data compression technique was introduced. The system combines a 

frequency band splitter (subband coding) with a block transform (the discrete co

sine transform) in trying to reduce the amount of image data needed for storage or 

transmission purposes. 

Chapter 2 reviewed the concept of subband coding and how it is used to split the 

image spectrum to allow coding gains. Chapter 3 summarized trellis coded quanti

zation, which is used to quantize the subband data, and scalar quantization which is 

used for comparison purposes. 

Chapter 4 combined subband coding with TCQ and reviewed the DCT. The DCT 

was used on the lowest frequency subband in an effort to compact energy and increase 

the coding gain. It was shown that quantizing the subband image data with TCQ 

reduces the mean-squared error over that obtained when using a Lloyd-Max scalar 

quantizer. Also in Chapter 4, a rate allocation scheme was derived to optimally 

assign bits to the DCT sequences and the other subbands based on the variances of 

the data. Simulations and performance results were detailed in Chapter 4. 
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Excellent results were achieved at bit rates of 1.5 and 2 bits/pixel, with only slight 

distortion noticeable around edges at the former bit rate. At 1 bit/pixel, subjective 

image quality is very good although some distortion is noticeable. At 0.5 bits/pixel, 

visible false contours are noticeable and the images have a "blurry" look. A slight 

improvement in performance is noticeable at 0.5 and 1 bits/pixel if the trellis size is 

increased from 4 to 256 states. 

In order to make meaningful comparisons to recent results in the literature we 

would need to employ entropy coding in our system. Significant gains would be 

expected if entropy coding were used. This claim is supported by the results of [12], 

where a transform coding scheme was studied using both fixed-rate and entropy-

constrained TCQ. Our fixed-rate TCQ results axe comparable to the fixed-rate TCQ 

results in [12]. That work reported PSNRs of 30.57 dB for Lenna and 35.16 dB for 

Girl while our system achieved 30.40 dB and 34.63 dB, respectively (all comparisons 

in this section are at 1 bit/pixel unless otherwise stated). When entropy-constrained 

TCQ was employed by their system, PSNR gains of 2 to 3 dB were obtained. If our 

system were to benefit from a similar gain (by employing entropy-constrained TCQ), 

it would be competitive with the best systems in the literature. 

For example, Woods and O'Neil [2] reported in their 1986 paper a result of 32.5 

dB on Lenna. They used a subband coding scheme with DPCM, and entropy coding 

with adaptive bit allocation. Our system achieved 30.40 dB with no entropy coding. 

The 2 to 3 dB gain we would expect to see if entropy coding were added, would 
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yield superior performance from our system. More recently Tanabe and Farvardin [6] 

reported a value of 30.94 dB at 0.5 bits/pixel on Lenna. They employed a subband 

coder, using the DCT on the lowest subband, and an entropy coded scalar quantizer. 

Our system achieved 28.04 dB at the same bit rate. Once again, adding the 2 to 3 

dB improvement to our system would make it comparable to theirs. 

The above comparisons are only meant to be rough, and further work must be 

done to obtain performance surpassing that of the best systems from the literature. 

Also, the recent trend in the literature has been to maximize PSNR using every tool 

available. In nearly every case, this has resulted in the use of entropy coding. From a 

practical point of view however, there are many applications where systems employing 

entropy coding are undesirable. Entropy codes can be extremely sensitive to channel 

noise, which limits their use in many communication applications. Another drawback 

to using entropy codes is that the "designed" encoding rate is only an average. The 

"true" encoding rate varies from image to image. With our fixed-rate scheme, the 

true encoding rate equals the designed encoding rate for every image. 

In summary, we feel that TCQ-based subband coders have a strong potential for 

excellent performance, and suggest that future work should include a study of the 

performance improvements that can be provided by entropy coding. 
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